
 
 

                                                                                                                            
 
 
 
 

 
CUBIS Systems is a market leader in the manufacture of access chamber and cable protection 
systems for construction, transport and utility markets. CUBIS is part of the global building materials 
group CRH plc, which has a worldwide turnover of €24billion and employs over 89,000 people at 
3,900 locations. Due to the continued growth of our business we currently have a vacancy for a 

 

Estimator/Analyst 
 

Based at either our Liverpool or Stoke site and reporting to the Commercial Manager/Business 
Development Manager the successful candidate will be responsible for providing support to the 
commercial team by ensuring on time project estimation and bespoke job costing/pricing.   
Responsibilities will also include: 
 

 The development, review and revision of costing models for currently supplied products  

 The setting of key cost driver parameters at variable levels to allow for easily accessed 
impacts of material and labour movements  

 The setting of key cost driver parameters to allow for the smooth roll out of price increases in 
a formalised procedural manner 

 Continuous and detailed communication and liaison with the Commercial procurement team 
on updated raw material costs and Labour, Energy and Plant costs 

 Establishment of a cohesive and productive working relationship across the Commercial 
procurement team  

 Generation and development of a solid working relationship with customers by way of 
consultation in order to meet with specific client requirements   

 Consistently high quality liaison with internal Cubis departments including  Sales, Marketing, 
Production/Operations and Technical 

 Production of high quality, accurate reports on progress to management as required 
 
The ideal applicant must have previous experience in Construction or Quantity Surveying with an 
aptitude for Maths and a commercial bias. Candidates must also be able to demonstrate the following 
skills and competencies: 
 

1. A minimum of five GCSE’s including English and Maths and two ‘A’ Levels, or equivalent. A 
Technical Degree in Engineering or Construction is desirable 

2. A high degree of technical know-how including the ability to understand and read technical 
drawings and an outstanding knowledge of all Microsoft Office programs, Excel in particular 

3. Demonstrable experience in driving results and planning and aligning tasks and activities 
4. Evidence of using business insight to inform decisions 
5. Action oriented with high level communication skills and resourcefulness 
6. Evidence of ability to build networks and be collaborative 
7. Ability to travel to all Cubis sites, if required 
 

In return we offer an attractive and competitive remuneration package and an opportunity to join a 
progressive organisation which is entering an exciting phase in its development.  If you would like to 
be considered for this post, please forward a covering letter and your current C.V. via email to 
recruitment@cubisindustries.com. C.V’s must be received by Friday 22nd July 2016 


